Winkhaus autoPilot Ergo
For easy and comfortable window operation.
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Winkhaus autoPilot Ergo
For easy and comfortable window operation.
If we have no physical problems we hardly spare a thought
on how to operate a window. When in a wheelchair, this
everyday action quickly becomes a challenge.
Often windows can only be opened in a standing position or
by using some form of aid. Winkhaus offers a comfortable
solution that makes it easier for people with limited
movement to operate windows by themselves without a third
party or other apparatus.
The trend that has been showing in statistics for years is not
only becoming true for Germany: The population is getting
older. The window of the future will have to go in a direction
that takes this fact into account. Our design engineers have
therefore developed a fitting that enables the centre-hung
sash to be opened from a sitting position.
l

Olive-shaped handle at the bottom fitted horizontally to
the casement, no visible mechanism

l

Easy to operate from a sitting position, turn and tilt to
open and close

l

Opens and closes only by the lever movement, the
slightest operating force required

l

Geared action that drives the window in and out

l

Suitable for barrier free living

l

Ideal for difficult to access windows

Different to conventional windows, the handle is fitted at
the bottom of the horizontal casement profile. Turning the
handle 180 degrees is sufficient to tilt the window. The
integrated geared action takes over the rest and does not
require any high degree of force. The windows can of course
be opened in the 90 degree position.
The Winkhaus autopilot Ergo helps those who are already
thinking about tomorrow.
More and more people will be thinking about such operator
friendly elements in their living areas in the future. Include
our innovations in your plans. We will be happy to advise
you!

